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ABSTRACT 
Let d, d,, dz E N be square free with d= dl dz, and let h(-d) and IIK denote the class number and 
the class group of IK = Q(m) respectively. Let p be an odd prime withp> 3. In this paper we prove 
that if dzexpexpexp 105, dla2+dzb2=6kP, a,b,keN, b=2”, mr0, gcd(d,a,dlb)=l, k>l, 
6 E { 1,4} and d, + d2 90 (mod 8) for 6 = 1, then h(-d) = 0 (mod pg) except an explicit case, where 
g is the number of different genera of IjK. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Let Z, N, Q be the sets of integers, positive integers and rational numbers 
respectively. Let d, d,, d2 E N be square free with d=dldZr and let h(-d) 
denote the class number of the imaginary quadratic field IK = Q(l/-d). Let p be 
an odd prime with p > 3. Many papers have been published concerned with the 
positive solutions* (x, y,z) of the equation 
(1) d,x2+d2y2=BzP, gcd(x,y)=l, ~=2~, mz0, s~{1,4}, 
where h(-d) f 0 (mod p), d, and d2 satisfy dl + d2 f 0 (mod 8) for 6 = 1. The 
known results include the following: 
1. (Nagell [20], Ljunggren [12]). If d, = 1, then (1) has no solution with 
x= 1. 
* Throughout this paper “solution” and “positive solution” are the abbreviations for “integer 
solution” and “positive integer solution” respectively. 
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2. (Blass [2]). If d, = 1, 6= 1 and p=5, then (1) has only solutions (d2,x,z)= 
(19,22434,55) and (341,2759646,377) with y = 1. 
3. (Blass and Steiner [3]). If d, = 1, 6= 1 and p = 7, then (1) has no solution 
withy= 1. 
4. (Nagell [20], [21]; Ljunggren [13], [16]; Cardell [4]). If d, = 1, 6= 1 and d2 
satisfies some congruence conditions, then (1) has no solution with y= 1. 
5. (Persson [22]). If d, = 1, 6= 4 and p is fixed, then there exists only a 
finite number of values of d2 for which (1) has solutions with y= 1. 
6. (Stolt [23]). If dl = 1, 6= 4, d2 and p are fixed, then (1) has at most one 
solution with y = 1. 
7. (Ljunggren [17], [IS]). If dl = 1, 6=4 andp is fixed, then there exists only 
a finite number of values of d2 for which (1) has solutions with y= 1. 
8. (Le [lo]). If dl = 1, 6= 4 and d2 is large enough, then (1) has no solution 
with y= 1. 
9. (Ljunggren [14], [15], [16]; Krohonen [6], [7], [8], [9]). If min(dl,dz)> 1, 
6 = 1, dl and d2 satisfy some congruence conditions, then (1) has no solutions 
with y= 1 or 2. 
In this paper we prove the following results: 
THEOREM. I_fp>8. lo6 orp>5 and dzexp exp exp 105, then (1) has no solu- 
tion (4 y, z) . 
COROLLARY. Let IIK be the class group of IK, and let g denote the number of 
different genera of IIK. Let F,,,L, be the nth Fibonacci number and Lucas 
number respectively. If d> exp exp exp 105 and there exist a, b, k E N such that 
(2) d, a2 + d2 b2 = 6kP, b=2”‘, m20, gcd(a,b)=l, s~{1,4}, 
where dl + d2 f 0 (mod 8) for 6 = 1, then h(-d) = 0 (mod pg) except possibly 
for the case that p = 5, 
bl =2”‘, mr0, 
b=bl, k=F,, n>O, 
where al, b, E N, 6”=6/4. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
LEMMA 1 ([I 1, Formula 3.76, page 1171). For any n E N and any complex 
numbers CY,/~, we have 
(y”+/jCT (-1)’ 1 (a+p)“-=‘(@)i 
i=O L 1 I 
where L&2] is the greatest integer not greater than n/2, 
n 
[ 1 = (n-i-l)!n Ed i (n-2i)!i! ’ i=O,..., Ln/2J. 
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Let a be an algebraic number with the defining polynomial 
agzr+a,z’-’ + ... +a,=aO(z-6,a)...(z-6,a), a,>O, 
where 6,a, . . . . 6,a are all the conjugates of a. Then 
h(a)=i(Logao+ i Logmax(l,/6;aI)) 
,=I 
is called Weil’s height of a. 
LEMMA 2 ([19, Section lo]). Let a be a nonzero algebraic number of degree 
2, and let log a be any nonzero determination of the logarithm of a. If 
A=b’nm-logafO 
bz 
for some coprime b,, b2 E N, then 
IAI>exp(-20600A(1.35+LogB+LogLog2B)’), 
where A = max(l/2, h(a)), B= max(b,, b2). 
LEMMA 3 ([l]). Let a E Z with a#O, and let f(X, Y) E Z[X, Y] be a homo- 
geneouspolynomial of degree r> 3 which is irreducible in Q. Then all solutions 
(X, Y) of the equation 
f(X, Y)=a 
satisfy 
max(lXI, j Y~)<exp((rH)(‘or~S+(Log~aj)2’+2), 
where H is the height of f(X, Y). 
3. PROOFS 
PROOF OF THEOREM. Since p> 3, h(-d)+O (modp) and d, 
for 6= 1, if (1) has a positive solution (x, y,z), then we have 
+d,+O (mod 8) 
Xi&fY+G =A x,fi+nfY,fl 
6’ 
(4) I 6’ A,A’E (-1, l), 6,= L 1, if 6=1, 2, if 6=4, 
where x1, y1 E N such that 
(5) d,x:+d,y:=6z, gcd(d,x,,dzyl)= 1. 
Then from (4) we get 
(7) 
EP-EP 
Y=Y,- 
E--E . 
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Since E - E = 2AA’yi 1/-d,/6’ and EE = z, by Lemma 1, we have 
EP-EP 
---= 
E--E 
(8) 
which satisfies 2f(eP-EP)/(e-CE). Notice that ~=2~. We get from (7) that 
y, = 2m and 
(9) 
EP-EP 
I I 
~ =l. 
E--E 
Now for any complex number v, we have either /e” - II> + or le” - 112 
Iv-n7rl/?1/2 for some nEZ. Hence 
LogleP-EPI=pLogI&I+Log 
I 
EP IO I ; -1 IpLoglsl 
(10) 
+ Log p log E - n log(- 1) - Log 2, 
& 
where n E Z with In I sp. By (5) and (6), E/E satisfies 
E2 2 
(11) z ; -d(dtx:-dzY:)~+z=O. 
0 
Since z> 1, E/E is not a root of unity. Therefore p log(E/e) -n log(- 1) # 0. We 
see from (11) that h(&/e) = (Log z)/2 and the degree of Q(E/e) is equal to 2. By 
Lemma 2, we have 
(1-3 li - L p log f - n log(- 1) P 
I >exp(-10300(Log 2)(1.35 + Logp + Log Log 2~)~). 
Substituting (12) into (lo), we get 
Notice that 1~1 =fi and I&-e1 =2yrfi/6’<2fi. If (9) holds, then 
Log 41/t+ 10300(L0g z)(l.35 + Logp + Log Log 2p)2>p Log fi. 
Hence we get 
4 + 20600( 1.35 + Log p + Log Log 2~)~ >p, 
whence we conclude that 
(13) ~18.10~. 
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Thus, if p> 8 . 106, then (1) has no positive solution (x, y,z). 
Let 
(P-1)/2 p 
J-K y> = c 
[ 1 x+1)/2-i y'* I=0 i 
By Lemma 1, f(X, Y) EZ[X, Y] is a homogeneous polynomial of degree 
(p - 1)/2. Since 
[;]=l? [(p:l),2]=PT Pi[pl, j=l,..., 9. 
By Eisenstein’s theorem, f(X, Y) is irreducible over Q. By (8), we get from (9) 
that 
(14) 1(-+,,)=,1. 
Notice that the height H of f(X, Y) satisfies 
H= <2P_‘. 
By Lemma 3, if pz7 and (16) holds, then 
(15) 
Substituting (13) into (15), we get drexpexpexp 105. Thus, if p>5 and 
d>exp exp exp 105, then (1) has no solution. The theorem is proved. 
PROOF OF COROLLARY. Let A be the discriminant of IK, and let o denote the 
number of distinct prime factors of /A / . Then g = 2wP ’ by Theorem 145 of [5]. 
Moreover h(-d) = 0 (modpg) if h(-d)=O (modp). We see from the above 
theorem that if d>expexpexp 105, h(-d)fO (modp) and (2) holds, thenp=5 
and (9) holds. From (9), 
Hence t= F,, and 18dzyf’/6- 5~1 = L, for some n E /PJ. This leads to the case (3). 
Thus, the corollary is proved. 
REMARK. The conditions y = 2m and b = 2m in (1) and (2) can be replaced by 
ye N, and be N, respectively, where l?J, is the set of positive integers k such 
that k has no prime factor q with q=(-d/p) (modp), where (-d/p) is the 
Legendre symbol. 
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